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BASIS OF REPORT 

This document has been prepared by SLR Consulting Limited with reasonable skill, care and diligence, and taking account of the 
manpower, timescales and resources devoted to it by agreement with SAICA Natur Ltd (the Client) as part or all of the services it has 
been appointed by the Client to carry out. It is subject to the terms and conditions of that appointment. 

SLR shall not be liable for the use of or reliance on any information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document for any 
purpose by any person other than the Client. Reliance may be granted to a third party only in the event that SLR and the third party 
have executed a reliance agreement or collateral warranty. 

Information reported herein may be based on the interpretation of public domain data collected by SLR, and/or information supplied 
by the Client and/or its other advisors and associates. These data have been accepted in good faith as being accurate and valid.   

The copyright and intellectual property in all drawings, reports, specifications, bills of quantities, calculations and other information set 
out in this report remain vested in SLR unless the terms of appointment state otherwise.   

This document may contain information of a specialised and/or highly technical nature and the Client is advised to seek clarification on 
any elements which may be unclear to it.  

Information, advice, recommendations and opinions in this document should only be relied upon in the context of the whole document 
and any documents referenced explicitly herein and should then only be used within the context of the appointment.  
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 Introduction to Fire Prevention Plan 

SAICA Natur Ltd (SAICA) has instructed SLR Consulting Limited (SLR) to prepare a bespoke Environmental Permit 
(EP) application for the proposed paper recycling depot to be located at Carrington near Manchester. The 
proposed facility will be regulated as a waste operation under the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) 
Regulations 2016 (as amended). As the waste operation handles combustible waste, the site will require a Fire 
Prevention Plan. 

This report follows the Environment Agency (EA) guidance for Fire Prevention Plans (FPPs)1 and details the 
required mitigation and management methods to prevent a fire of combustible materials stored on Site. 

The information in this plan is presented in accordance with the EA’s Fire prevention plan template published 
January 2020 and is designed to meet the 3 main objectives of the EA FPP Guidance: 

• Minimise the likelihood of a fire happening; 

• Aim for a fire to be extinguished within 4 hours and; 

• Minimise the spread of fire within the Site and to neighbouring Sites. 

 

 Types of combustible materials 

 Combustible waste 

The site will accept up to a maximum of 120,000 tonnes per annum of waste paper and cardboard. The waste 
will mainly consist of mixed papers from segregated household collections with a typical non-paper content of 5 
– 7%.    

The site will only accept the following wastes listed in Table 1 below:  

Table 1 List of Wastes to be Accepted 

EWC Code Description 

15 WASTE PACKAGING, ABSORBENTS, WIPING CLOTHS, FILTER MATERIALS AND PROTECTIVE 
CLOTHING NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

15 01 Packaging (including separately collected municipal packaging waste) 

15 01 01 paper and cardboard packaging 

19 WASTES FROM WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES, OFF-SITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS 
AND THE PREPARATION OF WATER INTENDED FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION AND WATER FOR 
INDUSTRIAL USE 

19 12 Wastes from the mechanical treatment of waste (for example sorting, crushing, compacting, 
pelletising) not otherwise specified 

19 12 01 Paper and cardboard 

______________________ 

1 Fire Prevention Plans, January 2020.  
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EWC Code Description 

20 MUNICIPAL WASTES (HOUSEHOLD WASTE AND SIMILAR COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND 
INSTITUTIONAL WASTES) INCLUDING SEPARATELY COLLECTED FRACTIONS 

20 01 Separately collected fractions (except 15 01) 

20 01 01 Paper and cardboard 

 

 Other combustible materials  

The site stores non-waste materials that are not covered by the FPP Guidance but are considered in this FPP due 
to the potential for them to cause or increase the impact of a fire on the site. The non-waste combustible 
materials and their storage arrangements are shown in Table 2 below and are illustrated on Drawing 002. 

Table 2   
Non-Waste Combustible Materials: Storage Arrangements 

Type  Storage Location Storage Arrangement 

LPG 

(fuel for frost protection 
heating for suppression 
system) 

External to the 
eastern wall of the 
process building 

Freestanding tank farm with protective 
shuttering on 3 sides 

Diesel Storage  External to the 
northern wall of the 
process building 

Containers surrounded by a leakage 
containment bund capable of containing at least 
110% of the volume of the largest container 
within the bund. 

 

 Using this fire prevention plan 

 Where the plan is kept and how staff know how to use it 

A copy of this FPP is kept in the Site Manager’s office and the Shift Manager’s office.   

All staff will be made aware of the contents of the FPP and the procedures that are in place in the event of a fire 
on Site during their induction and through periodic refresher training.  Contractors working on Site will be made 
aware as part of on-site working procedures. 

 Testing the plan and staff training 

3.2.1 Staff Training & procedures 

Staff will receive training in the use of fire alarm call points, use and selection of fire extinguishers, use of 
containment bunds, surface water valve, Site evacuation, fire safety and all relevant emergency procedures. 
Training will be provided as part of staff inductions and will be refreshed on an annual basis, in the event of non-
compliance or an operational change. 
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Certain staff members on Site will be trained as Fire Marshals and a Fire Marshal will be present on Site at all 
times that the facility is operating.  

The procedures for fires discovered on Site will be provided both in the Site’s EMS and on-Site notice boards.  

SAICA will review the FPP once a year, or in the event of any significant changes to Site operations, to ensure 
that the contents are still relevant and that all staff members’ knowledge is current and up to date. 

SAICA Natur has a corporate Environmental Management System (EMS) that is certified to ISO14001 and will 
work towards individual accreditation for the site under the SAICA Natur corporate EMS once becoming 
operational. 

Consequently, operational procedures for the management of the facility will ensure that all appropriate 
pollution prevention and control techniques will be delivered reliably and on an integrated basis. 

3.2.2 Testing the Plan 

This FPP will be implemented across the Site and all fire management equipment will be maintained in line with 
schedules set by SAICA Natur’s insurer FM Global, and UK regulatory requirements. 

A fire drill will be carried out and documented no fewer than once every 6 months. The Fire Warden will supervise 
all fire drills. 

If any issues are found during these fire drills, the FPP will be updated or amended accordingly and Site operatives 
will be re-trained. 

Weekly checks will be made of all escape routes and equipment, as part of the weekly compliance audit to ensure 
they are unobstructed and in good working order. 

  

 Fire prevention plan contents 

 Activities at the site 

The proposed paper recycling depot is designed to receive, sort and bale paper and card, which is then 
transferred off-site as feedstock for the adjacent SAICA Paper paper mill. The design capacity is 150,000 tpa, but 
it is anticipated that the facility is likely to process ca. 120,000 tpa.  

The waste will mainly consist of mixed papers from segregated household collections with a maximum non-paper 
content of up to 15%.  It will be sourced in the main from the local kerbside collection service and some will also 
come from commercial waste sources. The material is destined to be supplied to SAICA Paper for the 
manufacture of paper for use in corrugated board applications. 

Operations taking place at the site consist of the following: 

• Receipt of waste material in enclosed articulated lorries; 

• Inspection of waste material (waste acceptance);  

• Storage and handling of feed material; 

• Sorting of material by size and quality; 

• Baling of sorted material;  

• Storage of sorted material; 

• Loading and dispatch of materials for transfer off site; 
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• Storage and transfer of process residues off -site 

Waste will be stored within the process building and outside. The maximum loose waste stored at any one time, 
all within internal bunkers, will be 900 tonnes. The maximum amount of baled waste stored at any one time will 
be 1,000 tonnes inside and 1,200 tonnes outside.   

Incoming waste is delivered loose in enclosed lorries. All unloading, handling and processing of loose waste takes 
place within the process building.  

Waste treatment will consist of feeding material into a feed hopper where it will undergo initial mechanical 
sorting to remove any oversize material from the conveyor system. Subsequently there will be optical sorter, to 
separate the paper material by quality, followed by a final manual picking process to maximise the final product 
quality. Each sorted material stream will be consolidated and segregated in separate bunkers within the process 
building, from where it will be transferred to the baling equipment. Bales will be stored on-site pending onward 
transfer for use as feedstock in the adjacent paper mill.  

 Site Plan 

The proposed paper recycling depot will be situated at Carrington, Manchester, M31 4QN, centred on National 
Grid Reference (NGR) SJ 724923. The Site is accessed via an unnamed road to the north, which leads from 
Manchester Road located to the east of the site. The location of the site is shown on Drawing 001 and the permit 
boundary and detailed site layout is shown in Drawing 002. 

 Plan of sensitive receptors near the site 

The surrounding land uses and local receptors within 500m and 1km are shown on Drawing 003 and cultural and 
natural heritage receptors within 1km are illustrated on Drawing 004. The surrounding area is predominately 
occupied by commercial and industrial premises with pockets of open ground, agricultural land and woodland.  

A summary of the Site’s immediate surrounding land uses is provided in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 
Surrounding Land Uses 

Boundary Description 

North Adjacent to the north of the site is agricultural/open ground with derelict ground beyond.  

East Adjacent to the east is a small pocket of open ground with commercial/industrial premises. The 
majority of the land beyond to the east of the site is derelict land.   

South  The south of the site is predominately commercial/industrial premises with residential properties 
of Partington beyond.  

West Adjacent to the west of the site is commercial/industrial premises and beyond that, the 
Manchester Ship Canal.   

 

 Manage common causes of fire 

 Arson 

The Site will have a number of security measures in place to limit the likelihood of arson or vandalism including: 

• Perimeter fencing with a gated entrance which will be locked if appropriate; 
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• Lockable doors on the processing building and office/welfare facilities; 

• CCTV coverage of all external areas; 

• Monitored alarm system for the processing building; 

• Inspection and maintenance procedures; and 

• A visitor sign in system.  

In the event of a breach of security at the Site, the cause will be investigated, and appropriate mitigation 
measures implemented. This will be recorded in the site log system. Records maintained will include inspections 
and maintenance of doors and locks, breaches of security, investigations and actions taken. 

The Site is enclosed by high perimeter fencing and entrance gates designed to prevent unauthorised access and 
reduce the risk of arson. The Site will be operational 24 hours a day 7 days a week (24/7) with a significant amount 
of Site operatives present at all times. During any periods of shut down for maintenance, security guards will be 
present on Site and will conduct hourly inspections of the Site. 

The gates and fencing will be inspected weekly to identify any weaknesses or defects. Any defects identified will 
be repaired with a temporary solution within 24 hours, with a permanent fix implemented within 7 days, unless 
a timescale is otherwise agreed with the EA. 

The Site will benefit from CCTV that covers all external areas. All doors to buildings will be locked when not in 
use and the processing building will be protected by a monitored alarm system.  

 Plant and equipment 

5.2.1 Fixed equipment 

All fixed plant and equipment will be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. All 
plant on Site will be fitted with telematics, which automatically highlights any faults as part of the minimum 
design specifications, except where it may not be possible e.g. for plant hired in an emergency.  

Plant and equipment will be operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s instruction manuals. Instruction 
manuals for plant and equipment will be held either on Site or online if a hardcopy is not available from the 
manufacturer.  

Induction training and refresher training (reviewed on an annual basis) will be provided to staff in the safe 
operation of plant and equipment relevant to their role.  

Inspection of plant and equipment will be undertaken on a daily basis to check for faults and ensure appropriate 
safeguards are in place. The procedure also covers general housekeeping and cleaning of plant and all equipment 
on Site.  

In the event of a failure or suspected fault with an item of plant or piece of equipment, the operator will ensure 
that the equipment is shut off in a safe manner and not used until the equipment can be repaired or replaced. 

5.2.2 Mobile plant 

The following items of mobile plant will be held on Site:  

• Wheeled loaders; 

• Fork-lift-trucks; and 

• Mobile elevated working platform. 
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The machinery will be maintained in line with the maintenance schedule recommended in the manufacturer’s 
manual. Daily checks will be carried out on all mobile plant and any findings recorded in the Site diary. All mobile 
and fixed plant servicing and maintenance will be carried out as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Any defects 
that might harm the environment will be entered into the management system records. 

All mobile plant will be fitted with fire extinguishers.  

Outside of operational hours, and when not in use, mobile plant will be stored at a distance of over 6m from any 
combustible waste.  

Plant and equipment will be visually inspected prior to every use to ensure it is fit for purpose. 

 Electrical faults including damaged or exposed electrical cables 

5.3.1 Electrics certification 

All electrics on Site will be fully certified by a qualified electrician and a record of the certification will be kept. 

5.3.2 Electrical equipment maintenance arrangements 

Regular safety inspections will be carried out by a qualified electrician to ensure risks are minimised.  Electrical 
equipment will be visually inspected prior to every use to ensure is free from obvious damage and that it is fit 
for purpose. Records of regular safety inspections will be kept and faults and/or daily electrical maintenance will 
be recorded in the Site diary. 

 Discarded smoking materials 

5.4.1 Smoking on site policies 

Smoking is not permitted on Site due to the combustible nature of materials stored on Site. Any smoking must 
be conducted outside of the Site permit boundary. 

 Hot works safe working practices 

All hot works are to be undertaken under a permit to work system which includes a 60-minute fire watch by a 
competent person at the end of the works. No hot works are undertaken by staff unless they are trained and 
have the relevant permit to work.  

All hot works are to be conducted in a cleared area of the Site at least 6m from any combustible wastes. A Site 
operative will perform a continuous fire watch during the hot work and for a minimum of 60 minutes after the 
work is completed. 

 Industrial heaters 

5.6.1 Use of industrial heaters 

No portable heaters are to be utilised on Site. Wall mounted convection heaters will, however, be provided in 
the office and welfare areas. The Site Manager will ensure the heater is switched off when an area is not in use.  
There is no heating proposed for the operational areas inside the factory building. 

 Hot exhausts and engine parts 

Vehicles will be turned off when not in use.  The site is designed for operation 24 hourly and 7 days a week, but 
there may be periods when this is reduced to 16 hours from Monday to Friday. During periods when the plant is 
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not operating 24/7, and in the case of planned outages and shutdowns, a fire watch will be carried out at the 
end of the shift. In such cases, vehicles will be given time to cool down prior to staff leaving at the end of the 
final shift to minimise the risk of ignition from dust settling on hot surfaces.  

 Ignition sources 

Potential ignition sources include hot exhausts and engine parts, discarded smoking materials, heaters and hot 
works (all described above). All ignition sources will be kept a minimum of 6m away from the storage of 
combustible and flammable wastes. No naked lights will be permitted on Site. 

 Leaks and spillages of oils and fuels 

Inspection of any spillages or leaks from containment will be completed at least once per a shift by the shift 
supervisor. The results of all daily and weekly monitoring will be recorded in the Site Diary, as well as any remedial 
actions. 

In the event of any potentially polluting leak or spillage occurring on Site, the following action will be taken: 

Minor spillages will be cleaned up immediately, using sand or proprietary absorbents. The resultant materials 
will be placed into containers and will then be removed from Site and disposed of at a suitably permitted facility. 
The incident will be logged in the Site diary.  

Any dry wastes spilled on Site will be collected and transported to the appropriate area of the Site.  

In the event of a major spillage, which is causing or is likely to cause polluting emissions to the environment, 
immediate action will be taken to contain the spillage and prevent liquid from entering surface water or drains. 
If necessary, the site connection to the neighbouring SAICA Paper Mill drainage and effluent treatment system 
will be isolated using the shut off valve in order to contain contaminated water. Contaminated water will be 
tested and if not suitable for release to the site drainage system, will be tankered off site. Any resultant materials 
used for clean-up of the spillage will be cleared immediately and placed in containers for offsite disposal, and 
the EA will be informed. 

 Build-up of loose combustible waste, dust and fluff 

SAICA will adopt good housekeeping measures on site and will undertake regular cleaning using brooms, mobile 
plant and wash down hoses/jet wash (if necessary) to prevent a build-up of litter and dust on Site. The process 
building will be cleaned daily as a minimum and a record of this procedure and site cleanliness will be made on 
the daily log sheets.  

The Site benefits from solid and mesh fencing on all sides. The Site boundary will be checked daily, and any 
windblown litter will be collected and disposed of appropriately. Forklifts will have a sweeper attachment that 
will be used to control litter. No loose paper or card is stored externally; all unloading, handling and processing 
of loose waste takes place within the process building. 

It will be the responsibility of the Site staff to constantly monitor the Site for any signs of escaping materials 
either from within the Site or from vehicles delivering or removing materials to and from the Site. 

 Reactions between wastes 

The site only accepts waste paper and card according to the waste codes listed in Table 1. To ensure that 
incompatible materials or reactions do not take place, waste acceptance procedures are carried out which ensure 
only waste that is permitted, and which is of a quality suitable for processing, is accepted at the site.  

Acceptance and off-loading of waste at the Site are supervised by suitably qualified Site operatives. Only vehicles 
that are accompanied by the correct documentation will be accepted onto Site. Waste undergoes a visual 
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inspection at the point of acceptance and at the point of deposition into the waste storage areas. If any non-
conforming components are found subsequent to off-loading these will be returned to the delivery vehicle, 
where possible, or placed in the quarantine bay pending transfer off-site to a suitable treatment or disposal 
facility.  

Incidental arisings of non-paper materials that are separated during processing are stored in a dedicated bunker 
in the process building. These generally consist of loose small fines and non-fibre material are not expected to 
cause reactions.  

 Deposited hot loads 

No burning, visibly hot (producing steam or heat) or reacting loads will be accepted on Site.  In accordance with 
the Site’s Waste Acceptance Procedures, each load will be visually inspected at the Site entrance to ensure 
compatibility with accompanying delivery notes, therefore minimising prohibited wastes and the acceptance of 
hot loads. 

Instructions will be given to suppliers to ensure no hot loads are accepted on Site. 

Should a hot load be deposited on Site, it will immediately be removed to the dedicated quarantine area and 
removed from Site the same day to a suitably licenced facility for disposal. 

 Prevent self-combustion 

 General self-combustion measures 

The waste types accepted do not generally contain putrescible material and therefore risk of self-heating is 
expected to be low. The Site’s waste acceptance procedures include visible inspections before and following off-
loading. If a delivery is found to contain contamination with putrescible material it will not be accepted at the 
site.  

A quality control routine is conducted on receipt and unloading of material. Inspection for non-conforming 
material is undertaken and incidental contaminants are removed and placed in a quarantine area. Once the 
material has entered the process there is a second opportunity to remove any contamination at the initial hand 
sorting station, followed by a series of optical sorters that will separate the fractions and a final hand-picking 
Quality control. All residual / non-confirming waste will be stored in dedicated quarantine or residual waste 
bunkers and disposed of accordingly.  

These measures will generally reduce the risk of self-combustion of materials stored on the Site. 

 Manage storage time 

SAICA implement stock management procedures which are effective in limiting the likelihood of the self-
combustion of materials stored on Site. Baled waste will be stored for a maximum of 3 months, minimising the 
potential for hotspots to develop. Furthermore, the stock will be regularly rotated, with the storage benefiting 
from a first in, first out system. 

6.2.1 Method used to record and manage the storage of all waste on site 

Waste will be weighed at the weighbridge, where the Weighbridge Operator will check consignment notes and 
issue weighbridge tickets. The Site Manager will ensure that all deliveries are scheduled, and no unauthorised or 
unexpected deliveries will be allowed to offload their waste at the depot. 

Suitably qualified Site personnel will carry out daily checks of the Site to identify the risks and inspect the bales 
and stockpiles.  This ensures that the Site does not reach a level of overcapacity in respect to storage. 
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The site leadership routine will maintain daily records of waste inventory on Site. This will include the levels of 
stock, the condition of stock, the age of stock, the temperature of stock as well as many other operational factors 
governing Environmental, Health and Safety, operational and Quality performance. 

6.2.2 Stock rotation policy 

SAICA will operate a first-in first out procedure to ensure that waste that has been stored the longest is removed 
first. Stockpiles will be rotated with every new waste deposit and when the waste is transferred to onsite plant 
for treatment. Prior to the deposit of newly processed waste within any stockpile, the existing stockpiled waste 
will be moved forwards (and therefore turned) to allow new waste to be deposited at the back of the bay.   

 Monitor and control temperature 

6.3.1 Reduce the exposed metal content and proportion of fines 

Strict waste acceptance checks are carried out to ensure that only permitted waste is allowed to be processed 
on site. Loads are visually inspected upon arrival and after deposit in the process building. Any loads found to be 
contaminated will not be accepted and will be reloaded on to the delivery vehicle and returned.  

Paper and card waste is sourced from household and commercial collection and therefore it is possible that some 
incidental contamination may be present in small amounts. This is anticipated typically to comprise 5 – 7% of the 
material. 

A quality control routine is conducted on receipt and unloading of material. Inspection for non-conforming 
material is undertaken and incidental contaminants are removed and placed in a quarantine area. Once the 
material has entered the process there is a second opportunity to remove any contamination at the initial hand 
sorting station, followed by a series of optical sorters that will separate the fractions and a final hand-picking 
Quality control. Residual waste from the sorting process, comprising loose small fines and non-fibre material will 
be stored in a separate bunker.  

6.3.2 Monitoring temperature 

All internal bays and stockpiles of bales will be visually inspected twice per shift and with hand-held thermal 
imaging cameras to detect any temperature increase. Inspections will be documented on the shift checklist, and 
all findings will be logged.  

If a temperature above 60°C is detected, the actions described in in Table 4 below will be carried out.   

6.3.3 Controlling temperature 

The following actions will be taken to reduce the risk of hot spots and to minimise the risk of self-combustion: 

• Storage times will be minimised by using a first-in-first-out basis; 

• Heat generated during treatment will be minimised by limiting activities to sorting and baling only; 

• Bays are sized according to the minimum required for operational efficiency; and 

• Hotspots will be detected and controlled by; 

o Turning and/or re-stacking baled materials; and 

o Twice per shift inspection using hand-held thermal imaging cameras. 

The interventions shown in Table 4 below will be carried out in the event that temperatures exceed action 
thresholds:  
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Table 4 Response to Monitored Stockpile Temperatures 

Temperature (°C) Action/Response 

0 – 60 No action required 

60 – 80 Report to management and continue monitoring on an hourly basis 

85 + Immediately remove waste from the stockpile to the quarantine area and report 
to management. 

 

6.3.4 Dealing with hot weather and heating from sunlight 

During periods of extreme hot weather (defined as temperature higher than 25°C or more on two consecutive 
days) the following actions will be carried out: 

• concentrated beams of sunlight or glare reflected onto stockpiles through surfaces will be minimised;  

• the frequency of inspection will be increased to 4 times per shift using hand-held thermal imaging 
cameras and carrying out the interventions in Table 4 if temperature thresholds are exceeded;  

• bales will be dampened by spraying with water to reduce the risk of ignition. 

 Waste bale storage 

As described above, the following actions will be carried out specifically for the monitoring and management of 
temperature in the baled waste storage areas: 

• All internal and external stockpiles of bales will be visually inspected twice per shift and with hand-held 
thermal imaging cameras to detect any temperature increase. Inspections will be documented on the 
shift checklist, and all findings will be logged; 

• Outside operational hours the site will be attended by security staff. The bale storage areas will be 
visually monitored by CCTV and hourly visual inspections will be carried out as part of Site walk-rounds;  

• Bale stockpiles will be turned to ensure hot spots are minimised. 

 Manage waste piles 

 Maximum pile sizes for the waste on site 

Table 5 below provides information on the amounts of waste stored on site and their locations. 

Table 5 
Maximum pile sizes of waste stored on site 

Waste Stream Location How it is 
stored 

Max 
length 
(m) 

Max 
width 
(m) 

Max 
height 
(m) 

Volume 
(m3) 

Max time it 
will be 
stored 

Incoming paper and 
card 

Bunkers in 
process building 

Loose 5 20 4 400 72 hours 
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Waste Stream Location How it is 
stored 

Max 
length 
(m) 

Max 
width 
(m) 

Max 
height 
(m) 

Volume 
(m3) 

Max time it 
will be 
stored 

News & Pamphlets 
(N&P) autobunker 1 

Bunker in Process 
building 

Loose - - - 85 24 hours 

Old Corrugated 
Cardboard (OCC) 
autobunker 

- - - 100 

N&P autobunker 2 - - - 76 

Mixed paper - - - 76 

Baled N&P North-west 
corner of process 
building 

Bales 5 20 4 400 3 months 

Baled Mixed Paper, 
N&P, OCC 

Stockpiles in 
north-west corner 
of yard 

Bales 5 20 4 400 3 months 

 
Waste residues 

Bunker in process 
building 

Loose - - - 25 2 days 

 

 Storing waste materials in their largest form 

The activities at the site only involve sorting of paper and card; no size reduction is involved. 

 Waste stored in containers 

There is no waste stored in containers on site.  

 Prevent fire spreading 

 Separation distances 

All open faces of storage bunkers and stockpiles will have a separation distance of at least 6m between the waste 
and any other combustible material. The layout of waste storage areas and separation distances are shown in 
Drawing 002. 

 Fire walls construction standards 

9.2.1 Site boundary walls 

The neighbouring SAICA Paper Mill incorporates a 7m fire-retarding fence, consisting of 2m concrete base 
surmounted by 5m solid steel fence, running parallel to the western boundary of the Site. The fence will prevent 
spread of fire between the depot and the adjacent paper mill.  A 5m high solid steel fence extends from the 
north-western corner of the Site to the site entrance on the northern boundary to form a barrier between the 
external bale storage area and the public road. This fence prevents the risk of arson and also the spread of fire 
between the depot and external pipelines located outside the permit boundary. 
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The location of the fencing is shown on Drawing 002. 

9.2.2 Internal waste bunkers 

Bunkers are provided within the process building for the storage of loose infeed waste, work-in-progress sorted 
waste, waste residues and baled waste. The proposed locations of the internal waste bunkers are illustrated on 
Drawing 002. 

The waste bays will be constructed of interlocking concrete blocks of dimensions 1600mm x 800mm x 800mm. 
The fire resistance rating of the concrete wall has been estimated using the ‘Standard Method for Determining 
Fire Resistance of Concrete and Masonry Construction Assemblies’ (American Concrete Institute, ACI Standard 
216.1-97).  Table 2-4 of the ACI Standard is reproduced (converted to SI units) as Table 6 below.  

Table 62 

Fire Resistance of Singular Layer Concrete Walls, Floors and Roofs 

Concrete Aggregate Type Minimum equivalent thickness for fire resistance rating (cm) 

1-hour 1.5-hour 2-hour 3-hour 4-hour 

Siliceous 8.9 10.9 12.7 15.7 17.8 

Carbonate 8.1 10.2 11.7 14.5 16.8 

Semi-lightweight 6.9 8.4 9.7 11.7 13.7 

Lightweight 6.4 7.9 9.1 11.2 13.0 

The specific type of concrete used for the walls in the storage area is not known therefore, as a sensitivity test, 
consideration of the properties of all types has been given. As shown above, a fire resistance rating of 4 hours is 
achieved by a concrete wall with a thickness of 13 - 17.8cm.  The concrete walls used in the bays will be 800mm 
thick, therefore providing a fire resistance rating of over 4 hours.  

 Storing waste in bunkers 

Loose and baled waste will be stored to the maximum heights shown in Table 5. The following measures will be 
employed to minimise the risk of fire spreading:  

• All storage bunkers will be operated on a first-in-first-out basis. Site procedures will ensure that incoming 
waste loads are sequentially placed and continuously moved along the width of the bay such that the 
waste that has been longest deposited is always transferred to the next stage of the sorting or baling 
process;  

• In-feed waste is not stored in bunkers for more than 72 hours and the risk of self-heating is low because 
of the nature of the material.  Therefore, it is considered that visual checks of waste in the bay are 
sufficient to manage fire risk; 

• The specification and construction of the bays offers a thermal barrier exceeding 4 hours, as described 
in section 9.2.3 above; 

______________________ 

2 Table 2.4, page 4, Standard Method for Determining Fire Resistance of Concrete and Masonry Construction Assemblies, American Concrete Institute 
(converted from inches to cm). 
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• The bays benefit from a freeboard of 1m and open faces are located at least 6m from other sources of 
combustible materials to minimise the potential risk of lighted material igniting other wastes; and 

• In the event of a fire occurring in a bay, the quarantine area will be used to segregate non-burning waste 
in order to isolate and minimise the potential impact of the incident. 

 Quarantine Area 

 Quarantine area location and size 

The Site will have an internal bunker available at all times for use as a fire management quarantine bunker. This 
will be separate from the non-compliant waste quarantine bunker and will be signed at all times so that a clear 
distinction can be made.  The exact location of each bunker may vary depending on operations.   

Table 7   
Quarantine Area Dimensions 

Quarantine Area Primary Use Length 
(m) 

Width 
(m) 

Height 
(m) 

Volume 
(m3) 

Fire Prevention 

bunker 

Dousing of burning/smouldering waste 
and/or separation of unburnt waste. 

5 20 4 400 

Non-compliant 
waste bunker 

The temporary storage of non-compliant 
waste.  

5 20 4 400 

  

10.1.1 Non-compliant waste quarantine area 

In the event of non-compliant waste being identified within the waste load, the vehicle will be requested to 
remove the load off Site immediately. If the vehicle has already unloaded the waste, it will be moved to the non-
compliant waste quarantine skip and removed off Site within 72 hours.  

10.1.2 Fire Management Quarantine Area 

The fire management quarantine area benefits from 800mm thick concrete bay walls and holds at least 50% of 
the largest waste storage area on Site. 

The location of the quarantine area is not defined, but will allow the following:  

• Easy access by the Fire Service; 

• Sufficient proximity to the water tank; 

• At least 6m from any potentially flammable liquids on Site such as diesel tanks; and  

• Firewater to be sufficiently contained.  

 How to use the quarantine area if there is a fire 

The Site Management will instruct all Site operatives when and how the burnt/burning waste, or any hot loads 
delivered accidently to Site, will be moved to the quarantine area. The following procedure will be implemented 
on Site:   

• When it is safe to do so, the waste will be moved by plant available on site to the quarantine area; 
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• The movement of the waste will be overseen at all times by the Shift Manager who will ensure that any 
spillages are minimised and ensure the area is not overfilled;  

• To limit any spillages, plant will not be overfilled when moving the waste;  

• The burning/smouldering waste will be doused using the relevant fire extinguisher, a fire hose connected 
to the water tank, a fire hose supplied by the fire service connected to the hydrant or water pumped 
from the fire engine; and 

• Burnt waste will be taken off Site to a suitably licensed facility within 48 hours.  

All Site operatives will be trained to follow this procedure. 

 Procedure to remove material stored temporarily if there is a fire 

The site has a separate quarantine bay for the management of waste in the event of a fire at all times. Therefore, 
a procedure for material stored temporarily in this area is not required.  

 

 Detecting Fires 

 Detection systems in use 

The Site will benefit from an infra-red fire detection system. This is currently being procured and this plan will be 
updated with the relevant details once the system is in place.  

The Site will be equipped with CCTV cameras which monitor both the internal and external waste storage areas. 
These are continuously monitored by the Site security lodge 24 hours a day and 7 days a week (including non-
operational hours). 

During operational hours, Site procedures will ensure that visual inspections of all waste storage areas and 
temperature checks using hand-held thermal imaging cameras are carried out twice per shift as a minimum. 

 Certification for the systems 

The design, installation and maintenance of the infra-red detection system will be covered by an appropriate 
UKAS-accredited third party certification scheme. 

 

 Suppressing fires 

 Suppression systems in use 

The process building will be equipped with sprinkler protection through the entire roof area, using K240 sprinkler 
heads with 12 sprinklers operating at a pressure at the sprinkler head of 4.5 bars. Additional sprinkler protection 
will be installed in the low-level amenities areas. 

The sprinkler system at roof level is designed as an Early Suppression Fast Response system (ESFR). The system 
will be permanently charged with water so that as soon as a fire is detected, water is immediately available to 
extinguish the fire. The sprinkler system will be fitted with frost protection heating which will ensure that the 
sprinkler and hose rack system pipe work does not freeze.  

Exposure sprinkler protection will be provided to the gable end wall adjacent to the baled paper storage area. 
This is proposed to be a single range following the profile of the roof and will follow round the eaves of the facility 

https://www.ukas.com/search-accredited-organisations/
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for a distance of 6m. The system pipe work will be fitted with open sprinklers and will be actuated by a pneumatic 
pilot line operating a deluge valve which will be a subsidiary valve supplied via the high-level sprinkler pipe work.  

The water supply will be delivered via an FM approved diesel driven fire pump rated to deliver 2500 US gpm at 
135 psi drawing water from a 1277m3 circular FM approved water storage tank. This would provide 
approximately 2 hours duration to the sprinklers and the hose streams inside the building, which would amply 
exceed the typical response time for the Fire Service to attend the Site.   

However, a connection into the existing site wide water can also be opened in the event of a requirement to 
supplement the water supply. A 250mm Underground hydrant main system is connected to the site wide 250mm 
fire main at two positions and connects to a number of Fire Hydrants as illustrated in Drawing 002.  

 Certification for the systems 

The sprinkler system is still being procured and this plan will be updated with the relevant details once the system 
is in place.  The indicative scheme is shown in Appendix 02.  

 Firefighting techniques 

In the event of an emergency occurring the Depot Manager or Deputy will take on the role of Emergency 
Response Manager (ERM). This role will: 

• Coordinate the response of SAICA Natur site staff to the incident; 

• Allocate resources according to training and competency; 

• Initiate full or partial site evacuation; 

• Initiate a request for the attendance of external emergency services; 

• Initiate the attendance of external 3rd party suppliers (for example a hazardous waste removal company); 

• Review the actions and activities in response to changes in the incident; 

• Collect and preserve evidence and information that may be used as part of an internal or external 
investigation; and 

• Maintain effective and timely communications with all stake holders.   

The emergency response team undertaking direct actions in response to the incident will be controlled at the 
incident by the Depot Manager. The Depot Manager is responsible for communicating with the ERM and for 
assessing hazards and risk to the site, to the response staff and to any other individuals who may be affected by 
the incident.  

The emergency response team will implement actions and activities to resolve or contain the incident in line with 
the emergency response plan and any instructions from the ERM. 

 Active firefighting 

13.1.1 Fire extinguishers 

There are a number of fire extinguishers located throughout the depot, mainly of Dry Powder and Carbon Dioxide 
type. These are to be used in the following circumstances: 

• Where operators are trained in use, and if confident to tackle the fire; 

• on very small fires, or to facilitate own escape if trapped by fire. 
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13.1.2 Fire Hose Reels 

Fire hoses of 30m length are provided at the perimeter walls of the building, as indicated in Drawing 002. 

13.1.3 Small fires 

A small fire or area of smouldering waste will be dealt with as follows: 

• mobile plant will be utilised to pull the affected waste into the open and away from any further waste 
that could become alight on contact; and 

• Depending on the size / nature / location of the fire the waste will either be: 

o Extinguished immediately3 utilising the fire extinguishers/fire hose; or 

o Moved to the appropriate quarantine area and extinguished4.  

Depending on the size, location and nature of the fire, the burning waste will be pulled into the dedicated fire 
prevention quarantine area.  

Once a small fire is dealt with the remaining area will be visually inspected immediately by Site operatives for 
any signs that a fire / smouldering waste still remains.  The same procedure as detailed above will be 
implemented should this be the case. 

13.1.4 Uncontainable small fire or large fire 

The following procedure will be followed in the event of a small fire becoming uncontainable or in the event of 
a major fire on site; 

• The Depot Manager and Fire Service will be contacted immediately. The local sewerage service and EA 
will be notified at the first opportune moment.  

• Following arrival of the Fire Service, all Site staff will take instructions from the Fire Service which may 
include any of the following: 

o If possible, waste that is unburnt will be dampened down to prevent the fire from spreading 
further;  

o If possible, unburned material will be separated from the fire using heavy plant;  

o The burning area will be isolated, and attempts will be made to extinguish the fire utilising the 
onsite fire extinguishers if safe to do so; and 

o The Site and buildings will be evacuated. 

 

______________________ 

3 Should a single item of the waste stream be alight, and the fire is well contained, then the waste will be doused via use of an 
extinguisher or hose as it is pulled from the waste pile.  The burned / fire- damaged portion is then removed to the quarantine area and 
the remaining waste returned to the pile.   

4 If the fire is not easily contained to a single item, then the obviously alight portion of the waste will be removed to the quarantine 
area. 
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 Water supplies 

 Available water supply 

A water tank is located on site which is able to supply the sprinkler system to suppress a fire within the process 
building or as a supply for fire-hoses for direct fire-fighting purposes. The tank holds 1,277,000 litres of water 
and is located as shown on Drawing 002. If required, the tank can be recharged with mains water during use to 
increase the total volume available. 

In addition, the Site has a 250mm underground system fed by mains water to supply a number of pillar fire 
hydrants located as shown in Drawing 002. 

 Calculation of required water supply 

The largest combustible stockpile on site is 400m3.  An estimate of the amount of firewater supply that would be 
needed to fight a fire for 3 hours (as required by the EA FPP guidance) is shown in Table 8 below.  

Table 8 
Firewater Supply Requirements 

 

Maximum pile volume 

(m3) 

Water supply needed 

(l/min) 

Overall water supply 
needed over 3 hours 

(litres) 

Total water available on 
site 

(litres) 

Pile volume x 6.67 Water supply x 180 

400 2,668 480,240 1,277,000 

 

 Managing fire water 

 Containing the run-off from fire water 

The Site has the benefit of impermeable surfacing throughout.  Site drainage is shown on Drawing 002. 

During a fire, it is anticipated that a maximum of 480,240 litres of water would run off the waste. The primary 
and secondary means of containment detailed below provide sufficient containment for all likely firewater 
arising from an incident. (In reality the fire-water to be contained will be less as a significant proportion will 
evaporate.) 

15.1.1 Primary Containment 

The Site benefits from impermeable surfacing and sealed drainage. During normal operation, Site surface water 
drainage is connected to the neighbouring SAICA Paper paper mill drainage system where it enters an 
attenuation and effluent treatment system before final discharge into the Manchester Ship Canal.  

In the event of a fire, the Site drainage would be isolated to contain fire-water within the Site boundary. The Site 
perimeter has kerbing or grass bunding on all sides to contain fire-water.  

Following the incident, the collected firewater would be tested and then either discharged to the SAICA Paper 
drainage system if appropriate, or tankered off-site to a suitable treatment facility. 
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15.1.2 Secondary Containment 

In the unlikely event that the primary containment is insufficient, the site has an agreement with the SAICA  Paper 
Mill to evacuate water to the Paper Mill lagoon which can accommodate in excess of 2,500 m3 of water.  

Following the incident, the collected firewater would be tested and then either treated in the Paper Mill effluent 
treatment plant before discharge to the Manchester Ship Canal or if required, tankered off-site to a suitable 
treatment facility. 

 

 During and after an incident 

 Dealing with issues during a fire 

The Site will not continue to accept waste if there is an active fire on Site.  Waste will be diverted to a nearby 
suitably permitted Site and, if possible, waste producers will be notified in advance to prevent delivery vehicles 
arriving on Site during and immediately after a fire. 

 Notifying residents and businesses 

An emergency contact sheet is included in Appendix 01. In the event of a fire the following procedure will be 
followed: 

• The Site Manager or individual nominated by the Site Manager will locate the emergency contact list 
included in Appendix 01; 

• In the event of a large fire, 999 will be dialled first; 

• The Site Manager or individual nominated by the Site Manager will phone each of the local businesses 
included in Appendix 01, followed by the sewage service if appropriate to do so; and 

• Finally, the EA incident hotline will be dialled once the situation is under control. 

 Clearing and decontamination after a fire 

Any firewater contained on site following a fire will be tested prior to release. Depending on the level of 
contamination, the firewater will be released for treatment within the SAICA Paper paper mill system or removed 
from Site via tanker to a suitably licenced facility. 

After a fire event, the following procedure will be implemented depending on the severity of the fire:  

• A small and containable fire that can be safely dealt with in-house using suitably trained staff and 
firefighting equipment located on Site: The fire will be recorded in the Site Diary, including the causes of 
the fire and methods used to manage the fire. An assessment will be carried out to determine whether 
further mitigation measures could have prevented the fire. Any outcomes to be implemented onsite will 
be incorporated within this FPP and the Site’s EMS as required.  

• A larger fire that requires the presence of the Fire Service: If the Site operatives have been told to 
evacuate or cease operations by the Fire Service, the Site will wait until told safe to re-enter and resume 
operations. Any closure of the Site will be followed by informing customers and the regulatory 
authorities.  The fire will be recorded in the Site Diary and in an online incident report and will detail the 
causes of the fire and methods used to manage the fire. An assessment will be carried out to determine 
whether further mitigation measures could have prevented the fire. Any outcomes to be implemented 
onsite will be incorporated within this FPP and the Site’s EMS as required. 
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Should damage be sufficient to prevent the Site from being able to store waste, the Site will cease accepting 
waste until the situation is resolved. 

The Site Manager will liaise with the EA to determine a plan-of-action to introduce normal operations at the Site, 
and the timescales involved to achieve this. 

A visual assessment will be carried out by the Site Manager to determine whether the waste can be treated on 
Site. Wherever possible, unburnt wastes will be separated from fire damaged piles. If waste piles have become 
mixed, then it is likely that the waste will be removed from Site to a suitably permitted facility.  

The Site Management in conjunction with the insurance company and other relevant experts will determine 
what decontamination measures will be required to be carried out proportionately to the impact caused by the 
fire. 

Once firewater and fire damaged waste have been removed the site will be cleaned using methods appropriate 
to the nature of the residues.  This may include (but not be limited to) the following: on-site yard sweeping 
equipment, jet-washing or engaging a third part specialist cleaning company. 

 Making the site operational after a fire 

The period of time taken to restore the Site or affected part of the Site to operational status will be determined 
by the nature and extent of the fire. If the affected area does not impact the rest of the Site’s operation, 
operations will re-start as and when appropriate.  

After a significant incident, an assessment will be undertaken by a suitably qualified individual. Technically 
competent managers and/or engineers will assess the degree of damage caused by a fire and the residual risk 
from fire damaged waste, emissions or equipment. Burnt waste material will be kept on Site for a short period 
of time if required for a subsequent internal investigation. Following this, the material will be transferred off Site 
to a suitably licensed disposal facility. 
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 Conclusion 

This FPP is considered to be a ‘working’ document that is reviewed and updated annually or as required should 
any of the following occur: 

• A fire on Site; 

• In response to any significant process change; 

• A change or review of legislation; or  

• If the Site is instructed to do so by the EA.   

It is the responsibility of the Depot Manager or nominated person to maintain this FPP and to ensure it is adhered 
to in the event of a fire on Site.  
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APPENDIX 01 

Emergency contact list 
Internal Contact List Natur 

Position/Function Position/name Phone (office) Phone (out of hours) 

Saica Natur Depot Manager  D Grimes 07557827501 07557827501 

Depot Shift Manager A TBC   

Depot Shift Manager B TBC   

Depot Shift Manager C TBC   

QHSE Manager S Garside 07788 398259 07788 398259 

Country Manager R Atunes 07468 719883 07468 719883 

Human resource Manager L Lunn 07769 648709 07769 648709 

External contacts list 

Contact type Organisation Phone (office) Phone (out of hours) 

Fire Service  Greater Manchester Fire 
and Rescue service 

0161 736 5866 999 

Police Emergency Services  999 

Police, non emergency General 0161 872 5050 101 

Ambulance  Emergency Services N/A 999 

Hospital Wythenshawe 0161 998 7070 0161 998 7070 

 Salford Royal 0161 789 7373 0161 789 7373 

Local authority Trafford Council 0161 912 2000 0161 912 2020 

Electricity Supplier ENW 0161 247 0012 0161 779 0200 

Gas Emergency National Grid N/A 0800 111 999 

Water – Ship Canal Peel Ports 0151 327 4638  

UK government agency Health and Safety 
Executive, major injuries 
and fatalities only. 

0345 300 9923 

 

N/A 

UK government agency Health and Safety 
Executive 

0161 952 8222 0151 922 9235 

UK government agency Health Protection 
Agency 

0113 267 9041 N/A 

External PM 11  contacts list 

Position Name Internal phone Out of hours phone 
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SITE PRIMARY 
CONTACT: Shift 
Manager 

Shift Manager, various 0161 776 7300 

DECT 447300 

0161 776 7300 

DECT 447300 

Mill Manager Pasi Hayrynen DECT 447317 07714 066913 

Operations Manager Paul Evans DECT 447338 07805 667534 

Utilities and Electrical 
Maintenance Manager 

Darren Johnston DECT 447315 07794 312591 

EHSQ Manager Karen Gilbert DECT 447326 07917 267607 

Mechanical 
Maintenance Manager 

Darren Hoyle DECT 447323 07805 667067 

 

Logistics Manager Danny Montford DECT 447331 07825 402546 

HR Manager Anna Duckworth 0161 776 7001 07771 965264 

Sese Logistics Hector  07553252124 

External companies that can have an impact on our activities 

Organisation Name Internal phone Out of hours phone 

Lyondell Basell Emergency Control 
Centre (for incidents 
affecting the Basell 
propylene pipeline) 

0161 776 3222 0161 776 3222 

Lyondell Basell General Contact  0161 776 3000 0161 776 3000 

Univar Emergency Control 
Centre – Shift Manager 

0161 776 7225 0161 776 7225 

Univar General Contact 0161 776 7200  

Univar Operations Manager 0161 776 7201 07725 218190 

Univar Health and Safety 
Manager 

0161 776 7207 07710 380024                    

Sapphire (Tarmac) Site Manager 0161 777 6956 0161 777 6956 

 

June 2020   Version 01/2020. Doc author D Grimes Review no later than June 2021. 
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APPENDIX 02 

Sprinkler System 

 

 

 



 

 

EUROPEAN OFFICES 
 
 
United Kingdom 

AYLESBURY 
T: +44 (0)1844 337380 
 
BELFAST 
T: +44 (0)28 9073 2493 
 
BRADFORD-ON-AVON 
T: +44 (0)1225 309400 
 
BRISTOL 
T: +44 (0)117 906 4280  
 
CAMBRIDGE 
T: + 44 (0)1223 813805 
 
CARDIFF 
T: +44 (0)29 2049 1010  
 
CHELMSFORD 
T: +44 (0)1245 392170  
 
EDINBURGH 
T: +44 (0)131 335 6830 
 
EXETER 
T: + 44 (0)1392 490152  
 
GLASGOW 
T: +44 (0)141 353 5037  
 
GUILDFORD 
T: +44 (0)1483 889800 

 
 
Ireland 

DUBLIN 
T: + 353 (0)1 296 4667  
 

. 

LEEDS 
T: +44 (0)113 258 0650  
 
LONDON 
T: +44 (0)203 805 6418 
 
MAIDSTONE 
T: +44 (0)1622 609242  
 
MANCHESTER 
T: +44 (0)161 872 7564 
 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
T: +44 (0)191 261 1966  
 
NOTTINGHAM 
T: +44 (0)115 964 7280  
 
SHEFFIELD 
T: +44 (0)114 245 5153 
 
SHREWSBURY 
T: +44 (0)1743 23 9250  
 
STAFFORD 
T: +44 (0)1785 241755  
 
STIRLING 
T: +44 (0)1786 239900 
 
WORCESTER 
T: +44 (0)1905 751310  

 
 
France 

GRENOBLE 
T: +33 (0)6 23 37 14 14 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


